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BUTTONWILLOW
Ana Predescu
The idea of being able to go racing was one thing that really helped me
make it through my rigorous midterms week. I could not wait to be done and
take a break from studying and school and finally be out on the track again.
“Just get through this week and ace these midterms,” I kept telling myself.
I went by my dad’s shop that Thursday after school to lend a helping
hand in preparation for the race weekend. You may have heard of it - Vali
Motorsports. As I pulled in, I got some bad news. He had told me he didn’t
think they would be able to take my car to the track due to lack of space. I
was very upset but I understood the predicament. I told him it was all right
(not really) and that I would still go even if I couldn’t drive. My dad and the
crew left that day, leaving my car behind. The next day, Friday, was the
day of my last midterm. I was planning to leave right after the test to head
towards the track with my mom. On our way there, we get a call from my
dad telling us that he had somehow managed to get my car to the track. I
was so happy and relieved that I would be able to drive!
We got to the track Friday afternoon, and I quickly ran to hug my dad and
thank him for bringing my car. He tells me, “Good news is we brought your
car, bad news is you don’t have a gas pedal.” I then go to look at my car, and
indeed, there was a missing gas pedal. Apparently someone broke theirs
and they used mine as their replacement. But, we ended up finding another
pedal for my car, and all was well again.
Given the gas pedal situation, and my late arrival to the track, I didn’t have
time to practice on Friday. I had only driven Buttonwillow counter-clockwise
once before while running in PDS with my street Cayman. I was a little a
nervous because most of the other BSRs were able to dial in the track that
Friday, so I felt a bit behind.
Saturday came along and there was a likely chance of rain. I believe the last
race in the rain that we had was at Auto Club Speedway in 2016. So, this
was already destined to be an eventful day, not to mention the fact that there
were 21 BSRs running! I ran in the first race and I finished 10th. While this
wasn’t that bad of a result, I knew I could do better and I was determined
to improve in the second race. However, shortly before the second race
commenced, it started to rain. I began to get ready and prepare myself for
the conditions but my dad advised me otherwise. I was a little upset but he
was right, I had no windshield wipers, nor did I want to risk it and not be
able to race on Sunday and it seems like a lot of other drivers chose not to
run as well. Instead, I watched from the stands. It was quite the learning
experience, and I believe it helped me see things from a different perspective.
I was able to see a good majority of the track. While they were not able to
drive as fast due to the weather conditions, I still paid close attention to the
other drivers’ braking points and their driving styles. Observing them helped
me understand their varied race-craft techniques and how quick they were
able to adapt to the conditions. The race concluded with Gene Sigal in first,
Mathew Hollander in second, and Malcolm Van Halen in third.

Sunday came with ideal weather conditions and I couldn’t wait to race. The
track was still a little wet from the day before so my first practice session
was a little more slippery than I had anticipated, so I could only imagine how
slippery it must’ve been in Saturday’s race. My qualifying session didn’t go
that great as I qualified 13th. Lining up for the final race, I just told myself to
have fun and focus on perfecting my line and braking points. By this time,
the track was completely dry, just in time for our race. I had a pretty decent
start however in the first turn, out of the corner of my eye, I saw an incident
between two other Boxsters. Luckily, I was on the outside and was able
HEINZ BAUER
to continue on without being held up. I went into turn one and the esses
M A N U F A K T
side-by-side which was quite the experience. I ended up passing three cars
within the first lap of the race. I continued with a good pace and eventually
I saw no one close behind me, nor anyone too close in front of me. At that
point I was in 5th place, having passed 8 cars by the midpoint of the race.
Towards the final lap, I began to see Branimir Kovac start to catch up to
me. I knew he was turning pretty fast times and he had lost a few spaces
because he had spun out. My dad cautioned me not to let him catch me, and there was no way I
was going to. I then ended up turning out my fastest lap times by the end of the race, I was two
seconds faster than I had been all weekend! I finished the race in 5th place, after starting 13th out
of 21 Boxsters. It felt pretty good and it was one of the most fun races I had run in my short time
of being a Cup Racer.
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I still have a lot to learn and a long way to go but I am happy with my improvement. Everyone has
been so kind and helpful in sharing their advice with me. I am very fortunate to be able to be doing
what I am doing thanks to my amazing parents and their endless support. I am eager, now more
than ever, to continue on in my racing career and am excited to see what the future brings!
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At Vali Motorsports in Corona California
we offer everything needed to get to the
track, be competitive and win races. We cater to anyone from entry level drivers starting
out in PDS all the way to experienced club
racers. Our focus is to provide the best possible outcome for our customers with safety,
affordability, and reliance being of high priority. We make certain our drivers are able to
compete to the best of their ability by providing full track support, storage, race prep
and maintenance programs. We are in the
business of making sure our customers can
focus on what the pros do, be at every race
and win championships!!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full builds
Suspension / alignment / corner balancing
Custom exhaust ( adjustable DB ratings )
Dyno tuning
Regular maintenance
Secure car storage facility
Transportation
Track support
Driver training
Electrical systems / diagnosis
Data Acquisition
AIM dealer and Certified Installer
Space to host business meetings and
events surrounded by high performance cars

150 Business Center Drive, Corona California • 714-398-4410 • valimotorsports.com

RACERS CLINIC

Weekend Forecast:
Porsches and Precipitation
Karen Robinson
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Southern California’s reputation for sunshine and rain-free track days was seriously at risk as
Porsche Owners Club members prepared for our third event of 2018 at Buttonwillow Raceway
Park. A busy weekend was ahead: Test & Tune, Orange and Red Races, Time Trial, PDS, and the
first Racer Clinic of the year had everyone checking the weather reports and looking skyward with
the vigilance of a Border Collie guarding her sheep. How drivers approached the promised rain
hinted at their risk profiles: The Prepared: Rain tires and tarps. Check; The Deniers: Nah…it’s not
gonna rain; The Apprehensive: Rain? Dang, work called, I gotta go. It was the topic of conversation
all around the Paddock—so much that the organizers swapped around scheduled races to avoid
the expected atmospheric river’s arrival Saturday afternoon.
Racer Clinic Candidates for the most part took it in stride
and considered it just another part of the training that had
already pushed them way into the uncomfortable zone.
What’s a little rain? From personal experience, I can say that
racing in the rain is exhilarating and one of those things that
you feel much better about after you’ve done it…not while
doing it. There were 21 students in Dwain Dement’s Racer
Clinic and 12 received their licensees. Keep an eye out for
the “Red Dots” that designate provisionally licensed racers.
They’re coming for you.
With only one Time Trial group the capabilities of cars and
drivers were wide ranging, but everyone played together
nicely. Patience is a virtue and a valuable driver skill. So, for
those fast cars behind me in a few spots: Consider me your
patience coach. You’re welcome.
Friday’s Test & Tune brought out many drivers to refine their off-season mods and set-ups. Several
racers moved into new (and faster) classes and experienced the “I’m with the big kids now” feeling
again. In both the Orange and Red Races we saw some outstanding driving, drivers going a little
bit “rally,” and a few reminders that mistakes and lightning fast decisions fuel the rush that brings
us out weekend after weekend.
By Saturday afternoon the promised rain began sliding in and so did the cars. Rain line was a
popular topic and brought renewed awe for the pros who race in Biblical downpours. Saturday
night’s Luau on Lerdo Highway, our traditional BBQ, was well attended. Winding down the day,
hanging out, story swapping, ribbing, and knowledge sharing with our comrades is a big draw for
POC drivers.
The rain gods smiled upon
Buttonwillow Raceway
Park on Sunday. The
cold track, cold tires, and
very cold brains were the
mantras of the morning.
Get out there; test it out;
go easy. The go easy part,
not so much. Buttonwillow Counter Clockwise is a very different experience. Sneaky. Deceptive.
Some drivers hate it; others love it. That patience I mentioned above: it’s especially helpful at Off
Ramp—one of the most aptly named turns on the track. The track just disappears…
The highlight of any Racer Clinic weekend is the final, graduation race. Drivers, guests, and visitors
gathered on the observation deck to watch the candidates, cheer them on, and see what they
learned. And don’t forget for one second how we’re wired. Be honest. We were there to scope out
the newest competition too. First official impound, Red Dots awarded, and satisfied grins peeking
out from every helmet. And just like that, another track weekend was a wrap. Smiles, hugs and
back slaps, tired and dirty we headed home to a good sleep…dreaming of that perfect pass.
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Gears, Differentials
& Components for Racing

Weekend track toy or professional racecar,
we’ve got the gearbox components to put you on the podium.

Differentials

Gears

- Billet Body
- Tunable
- Asymmetrical Ramps
- Race Proven

- High Strength
- Advanced Tooth Profile
- Multiple Ratios
- Race Proven

(970) 669-7144 www.guardtransmissionllc.com

LasVegasBaby!
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Erin Vogel
It’s not often that we as a club get to experience a new race track. It’s even less often that we
get to share that track with another group of racers. That’s not to say that a lack of these two
factors keeps us from having interesting race weekends, but it was certainly another kind of POC
experience at Las Vegas Motor Speedway on March 23-25, 2018.
As the Friday test and tune day approached, there were 61 drivers registered overall between the
host event, Pirelli Trophy West USA (under the excellent management of former POC President Greg
Franz and his Competent Motorsport, LLC), and the POC mixed Red and Orange race group.
On the Pirelli side of the paddock, the classes were as such: Diamond and Diamond Masters (20172018 991.2 GT3 Cup), Platinum (2015-16 991.1 GT3 Cup), Gold (2010-2013 997.2 GT3 Cup),
Silver (Cayman Clubsport GT4 MR) and Bronze (2016 Cayman Clubsport GT4 Trophy). With such a
large group, the classes were not divided as they usually would be with GT3 and GT4 cars having
separate run groups. Rather, the two Diamond 991.2 GT3 classes comprised the GT3 race group
and the Platinum, Gold, Silver, and Bronze cars comprised the weekend’s GT4 race group.
Over in paddock north, with only 28 registrations for the POC, and just 21 cars making it to
Saturday’s first race, it was an intimate group. Vali Motorsports was present with just 6 cars to
match Speed Gallery’s 6 cars across the fire lane, plus racers from Vision, Essa Motorsports, and
others. The grid breakdown between our GT race classes and the Boxster Spec group was nearly a
50/50 split, and with a short 2.4 miles from start to finish the LVMS Outside Road Course provided
for plenty of mixed-speed encounters between the classes.
The Outside Road Course presented a unique set of challenges compared with the Club’s usual
stomping grounds. Essentially a narrow paved course set in a dirt overflow parking area adjacent
to the Speedway’s NASCAR oval, its 13 turns are completely flat and the landscape itself provides
very little in the way of landmarks and visual cues. With the pavement made up of an extremely
fine aggregate, racers found themselves chasing front-end grip throughout the weekend.
Particularly after Friday’s bluebird conditions, the
winds gusting up to 30 mph during Saturday’s
race made for variable conditions. The track was
by turns dusty and slick, or deceptively slow when
presented with a direct head-wind as was the
case at the end of the front straight headed into
Turn 1. So it was no surprise that when Sunday
dawned bright and calm, the racers found their
lap times were suddenly 2-3 seconds faster than
the fast pace of the day prior, and the driving experience in general was far more effortless and
consistent.
Saturday’s race saw Doug Baron take an overall Club win in his GTC-7 car, with Dan Aspesi a
very close second in his GT2 car. Scott McPherson finished third overall and P1 in his single-car
GT1 class, Eric Olberz brought in the win for GT3, and Steve Town placed first in GT4. Rookie Rob
Crocker took home the BSR class win both Saturday and Sunday, with Malcolm Van Halen taking a
P2 and a P3 finish and Joe Wiederholt swapping places for a P3 and a P2 finish. Sunday morning
qualifying saw Bill Vogel run a new POC-BSR track record with a lap time of 2:02:492.
Overall it was a clean and well-raced weekend in the Nevada desert. The intimacy of the paddock
area provided for unique socializing opportunities between the various groups of racers, and there
was a pleasant aura of relaxed conviviality with some of the pressure off the organizers. Thank you
to Ron Palmer for running a casual check-in from his SUV, Nathan Johnson for covering transponder
rentals, John Gordon for coordinating grid, and Don Matz for his role as interim photographer. We
hope to see you all at Festival of Speed!
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PORSCHE PERFORMANCE SPECIALISTS

Servicing all your Porsche needs
We specialize in:
• Corner balance/alignment
• Engine/transmission rebuilds
• Suspension upgrades
508 S. Victory Blvd. Burbank, CA 91502

818-848-8848

ProMotorsportsLA@aol.com

Official
Porsche Owners Club
Tech Station
Learn to race
with a professional
instructor

Street & track pads for your Porsche

Receive a
FREE fleece
lined helmet
bag with
each helmet
purchase!

It’s the most effective
heat prevention system. Cool-aFull systems,
replacement parts &
accessories available
SFI 3.3
Base
Layers

Clava
Helmet
Cooling
Insert

Harnesses,
Nets, Restraints

Orders 866-505-2739
Tech 843-299-0997
Visit us trackside, new showroom or online at www.apexperformance.net

Visit us on Facebook to
view our track schedule

Ask for your POC discount!
(available on most items)

Special
Offer
from
CaliPhotography
Garmin VIRB 360 Camera
Records in 360° with built in GPS.
Full surround video + GPS telemetry + G-forces + connect to bluetooth devices
Back to Top
like OBD2 readers and Garmin sensors. Use on tripod mounts or GoPro mounts.
Why mess with 2 cameras when 1 camera records in 360° + telemetry + LIVE
stream! Free 1 day shipping.

$60 off with coupon code: poc60garmin

Demo Video

Purchase & More Info
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Register NOW for...
CALIFORNIA FESTIVAL
of SPEED
April 20-22

The POC is a always a major
player at the CFOS. Three
days of competion.
Time Attack registration:
cfos.motorsportreg.com
Cup Racing registration:
register.pca.org

TRIBUTE to LeMANS
May 19-20

Our Premier event pitting the
best against the best. Get
your team together and let’s
“have at it”!
Registration OPEN SOON!

2017 Porsche Owners
Club Yearbook
CLICK HERE to get your copy!!

Check Us Out!
Be sure to check out the POC
website for our 2018 schedule of
events and to stay current on PDS,
Time Trial and Cup Racing standings.

And, don’t miss the Official POC
Facebook Page with photos, videos
and comments from our members.
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